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Neutral
Territory
IN DEMAREST, DISTINCT DASHES OF
COLOR BRING WARMTH TO A PALE PALETTE

The dramatic open floor plan allows unobstructed
views into every room on the first floor. A Zen garden
adds interest to the space beneath the floating
staircase and contributes to the peaceful vibe.

T

he owners “bought this house with the idea of renovating
it,” designer Jennifer Pacca says. And renovate they did. In
addition to removing several walls, they completely transformed the interior décor. Pacca, an allied member of the
American Society of Interior Designers and owner of Jennifer Pacca
Interiors in Hillsdale, helped her clients create a space suited to their
tastes and the family’s lifestyle.
The wife wanted their home to “always feel like we’re on vacation, to

BREAKFAST ROOM | “We didn’t want to ignore this beautiful window so we
accentuated it with a cool banquette that follows the shape of the glass,” designer
Jennifer Pacca says. The wife adds, “The breakfast room is one of my favorite places in
every season. We eat, play board games, have deep conversations (or not) and have
had a few birthday cakes there. We have many beautiful and lasting memories.”
DINING ROOM | The photos, which the wife took on her travels, bring rich color to
the dining room. The handmade carpet was fabricated from silk and wool.
FAMILY ROOM | In the family room, the neutral palette is infused with shots of color
from throw pillows, sculpture and coffee-table books.

“ THE VISION IS THAT

THE SPACES WOULD
HAVE THE LOOK AND
FEEL OF A MIAMI
STYLE GALLERY 
VERY, VERY MINIMAL.”
— HOMEOWNER

be a retreat where both indoor and outdoor
spaces help us relax, have fun and encourage
creativity.” To achieve those goals, they began
with a monochromatic base. “The husband
leans toward clean, white modern design,”
Pacca notes. He explains: “The vision I had is
that the spaces would have the look and feel of
a Miami-style gallery — very, very minimal.”
Still, the homeowners wanted the spaces to be
livable, “with our furniture, our accessories and
our energy as a family. It had to really be
comfortable.”
The removal of walls helped in achieving
those goals. The husband explains the idea
behind the open plan. “From the time people
walk in, I want them to see every aspect of the
house on the first floor. They can see straight
through that exaggerated open concept. It’s
important to have that full exposure and see
different experiences. There are no surprises.”
OFFICE | The windows in the office are outfitted with
motorized solar shades. The built-ins behind the desk
were originally dark brown with shelves that spanned
the entire wall. Pacca had them cut and sprayed white
in keeping with décor in the rest of the home.

MASTER BEDROOM | Pacca
designed the floating
nightstands in the master
bedroom and incorporated
antiqued mirrors on both
sides of the floor-to-ceiling
headboard.
MASTER BATH | The simplicity
of the master bathroom
creates a dramatic effect.

SON’S ROOM | Pacca used
adult furniture in the
children’s rooms so their
spaces can grow with them.
DAUGHTER’S ROOM | In the
daughter’s room, the sheer
canopy is easily removed to
create a “clean, sophisticated
bed,” Pacca says.

No sight-line surprises, perhaps, but there was an
unexpected construction issue. “When we installed
the new floors, because of the thickness, they were
too high with the original staircase,” the homeowner notes. Undaunted, “we turned lemons into
lemonade. Even though we had to demolish the
original staircase, it actually worked out for us.
Now, when you’re standing downstairs, you can see
through the staircase, you can see the artwork and
the light shines through. It’s amazing.”
That artwork is used throughout the home to
inject hits of color; but it’s much more than a
decorative element. “Art really tells a story of who
we are and the things we care about,” the
husband says. “A lot of the art tells of our travels
to Cuba and my wife’s work in the Philippines.
I’m from Africa, and we have a lot of West
African art. Those places have very vibrant colors.
The monochromatic aesthetic allows the artwork
to pop.” The wife also created some of the art
herself. “The dining room features a collection of
photographs she took,” Pacca says. The deep
colors in the images create a focal point in the
otherwise muted space.
The measured shots of color help temper the
monotone foundation. In the living room, Pacca
added throw pillows in earth tones as well as a
deep orange throw to break up the space. In the
family room, multicolored throw pillows coordinate with the colors of the coffee-table books.
These accessories bring coziness to the spaces.
“Just the addition of the warmer accent colors
helped to create a warmer feeling,” Pacca says.
The warmth stems not just from the home,
Pacca says, but also from the homeowners
themselves. “It was a really nice project that we
were lucky to be involved with from the very
beginning,” she says. “It was a great experience
for us. They were really wonderful people to
work with.”
The husband’s remarks about the project are
just as glowing. “This is our first home, and to be
able to identify a unique house that doesn’t look
like any other house in the neighborhood — and
convert it to a dwelling that represents us and our
family — was just wonderful. It’s become a

communal place for our family and friends. The
environment is welcoming. One of my favorite
things to hear is ‘Wow, this house is so you guys.’
It’s probably the best compliment ever.”
The project also received kudos from Pacca’s
peers in the design community, winning a 2019
Design Excellence Award from the American Society of Interior Designers, New Jersey Chapter. DNJ
SOURCES Overall: interior design, Jennifer Pacca Interiors in Hillsdale; architect, Jordan Rosenberg Architects
& Associates in Ridgewood; builder, RTH Building Co.
in Montclair; cabinetry, Rafael Designs LLC in Rochelle
Park. Living Room: wall color, Benjamin Moore “White
Heron”; carpet, Nourison in Saddle Brook through
G. Fried Carpet in Paramus; armchairs and sofa, Bernhardt; coffee tables, Thayer Coggin Inc.; daybed, Mr.
Brown London; throw on daybed and throw pillows on
sofa, West Elm. Kitchen: kitchen design, Modiani
Kitchens in Englewood. Kitchen Eating Area: wall color,
Benjamin Moore “Smoke Embers”; white bench, designed by Jennifer Pacca with base by Rafael Designs
LLC and back and seat cushions by Iri Custom Upholstery in Hackensack; table, Bungalow 5 in Saddle
Brook; chairs, Gabby; light fixture, Arteriors Home. Dining Room: wall color, Benjamin Moore “White Heron”;
carpet, Carpets Unlimited in Paramus; table, chairs and
console, Bernhardt; artwork, homeowners’ own photography. Family Room: shelving, designed by Jennifer
Pacca and fabricated by Rafael Designs LLC; sofa, Bernhardt; coffee table, RH Modern; straight chairs and circular artwork, homeowners’ collection; throw pillows
on straight chairs, West Elm; carpet, Kaleen through
G. Fried Carpet. Office: wall color, Benjamin Moore
“Nimbus”; desk, Julian Chichester; desk chair, Darran
Furniture; armchairs and coffee table, Bernhardt; carpet, Kravet; throw, West Elm. Master Bedroom: wall
color, Benjamin Moore “Silver Chain”; bed, designed
by Jennifer Pacca with upholstery from Iri Upholstery;
throw, Fabulous Furs; side table designed by Jennifer
Pacca, fabricated by Rafael Designs; bench at foot of
bed, Bernhardt; carpet, G. Fried Carpet. Master Bathroom: wall color, Benjamin Moore “White Diamond”;
floor and shower tile, Artistic Tile in Paramus; bathtub,
Wetstyle; chair, Bernhardt; side table, Curated Kravet;
throw on chair, West Elm. Boy’s Room: wall color, Benjamin Moore “Shoreline”; shelving, RH Teen; bed, Star
International Furniture; bedding, RH Baby & Child;
bench at end of bed, Moe’s Home Collection; lamps,
Renwil; carpet, Surya Inc. Girl’s Room: wall color, Benjamin Moore “Paper White”; bed, Bernhardt; canopy
on bed designed by Jennifer Pacca; bedding, RH Baby
& child; side tables, Bungalow 5; lamps, Renwil; desk
CB2; desk chair, RH Teen; carpet, Surya.
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